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What is the pattern unit? .6.011.6.01~Oll

Measure this line in centimeters. How long is it?

, III
\'vilat is this
number?

There were 48 leaves on the tree. Twenty-six leaves feU off.
Ho\v many leaves are still on the tree?

Solvethis!
Jack Frost is painting leaves. He begins counting at three.. He counts
five Inore. Then he counts four Inore. Next he counts back six. What is
his final nUlnber?
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Words wifh Shorf u
sun

under

club up

cut

mud busbug

fromrun summer us

Say and Lisfen -
Say each spelling word. Listen for the-
vowel sound you hear in sun. ---
Think and Sorf

/-

~

of

but
bus

The vowel sound in sun is called short u. All of the spelling words
have the short u sound. Spell each word aloud.

Look at the letters in each word. Think about how short u is

spelled. How many spellings for short u do you see?

1. Write the twelve spelling words that have short u
spelled u, like sun. .

2. Write the two spelling words that have short u
spelled 0, like from.
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An+onyms
'--/ Antonyms are words that have opposite meanings.

Write the spelling word that is an antonym of each
underlined word.

1. climb down the pole

2. over the trees

3. a letter to you

4. gave them a gift--

5. winter days--

6. everyone including me

7. walk to the store
-

" "

Hink Pinks

Hink pinks are funny pairs of rhyming words. Read each clue.
Write the spelling word that completes each hink pink.

8. a big thing that Gus drives Gus

9. what you can have on a sunny day

10. a place to get your hair trimmed

11. what a baby bear uses for golf cub

12. a mat made for ants and beetles

13. a baby rose made of dirt and water
">--./
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hut

rug

bud



Wor-ds wi+h Shor-+u 1

Proofreadin9
Proofread the ad below. Use proofreading
marks to correct four spelling mistakes,
one capitalization mistake, and one
punctuation mistake.

r' -',

"--'

Proofreading
Marks

0 spell correctly
== capitalize

0 add period

Come to Camp Beans!
r'

You can hike upp a hilland catch a buge. you can ',-

sitin the sunn or read undr a tree You can even swim

and fish in Beans Lake. Join us for the summerl

Call (101) 001-1010
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~ Acfion Words

Some words in a sentence tell what someone does or did.
These words are called action words.

( hOP_SkiPS
talked

'\
ran)

\
-'"

Complete each sentence with an action word from one of the boxes.

~

1. I races with my brother.

2. My mother my hair.

3. How high can you ?

4. Please the door.

5. The mole a hole.

JI
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Bonus Words for this week:

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

1. seaweed

reef

shield

jeans

scream

grease

crease

beach

please

10. screech


